The nucleation process of polyethylene under quiescent and shear flow conditions are comparatively studied with all-atom molecular dynamical simulations. At both conditions, nucleation are demonstrated to be two-step processes, which, however, proceed via different intermediate orders. Quiescent nucleation is assisted by local structure order coupling conformational and local rotational symmetric orderings, while flow-induced nucleation is promoted by density fluctuation, which is a coupling effect of conformational and orientation orderings. Flow drives the transformation from flexible chains to rigid conformational ordered segments and circumvents the entropic penalty, which is the most peculiar and rate-limited step in polymer crystallization.
INTRODUCTION

Flow induced crystallization (FIC) is a non-equilibrium phase transition relevant
to annual processing of millions metric tons of semi-crystalline polymeric materials globally, which has been attracted great attention for decades [1] [2] [3] . Imposing flow can accelerate nucleation rate in orders of magnitude and change the morphology from isotropic spherulitic to oriented shish-kebab structures [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] , which not only raises processing efficiency but also enhances mechanical, thermal, optical and other properties of final products. To account flow-induced nucleation (FIN), the most widely recognized entropy reduction model (ERM) states that flow orientates or stretches polymer chains and consequently lowers nucleation barrier of crystal [12] . Through incorporating entropic reduction is the nucleation barrier at quiescent from classic nucleation theory (CNT) [13] . To account the new structure and morphology of nuclei, recently a modified ERM is proposed, which considers flow-induced free energy changes of both the initial melt and the final crystal nuclei. All these models for FIN are essentially based on CNT and assume that the nucleation kinetic pathway is the same at flow and at quiescent conditions. CNT states that the transition from liquid to crystal is a one-step process, which enjoys a great success at qualitative level but is unfortunately hard to predict nucleation rate quantitatively. As ERM confines itself to the one-step framework of CNT, naturally one would not expect that FIN can be quantitatively interpreted by ERM.
The one-step framework of CNT is challenged by two-step nucleation models in recent decades [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] , in which either density fluctuation [21] [22] [23] or bond-3 orientational order fluctuation [24, 25] Indeed, the emergence of non-crystalline shish with density contrast to matrix melt is well documented in FIC experiments [29] [30] [31] , while at quiescent density fluctuation prior to nucleation is still a controversial issue lacking of solid evidence, suggesting that nucleation under flow and quiescent conditions may follow different kinetic pathways.
In this work, with all-atom molecule dynamic simulation we comparatively study the nucleation processes of PE under quiescent and shear conditions (see APPENDIX).
With the order parameter OCB, the same as our former work [25] , we identify a local 
RESULTS
Quiescent condition.
The system goes through a 20 ns NPT ensemble process at 390 K and the evolutions of H-OCB and O-OCB structures are shown in the Fig. 1(a) , which are calculated using the OCB parameter defined in our former work [26] (also see APPENDIX). Even though the force-field is different in this work, similar phenomenon is observed that the clusters with OCB value matching hexagonal symmetry (H-OCB)
form stochastically in the early stage, while it takes an incubation time of about 7 ns for orthorhombic nuclei (O-OCB) to emerge. similar with that at quiescent condition, indicating that here FIN is also a two-step nucleation assisted with LSO fluctuation, which may be due to that 400 K is lower than the melting temperature (Tm ≅ 420 K). Nevertheless, comparing Fig. 2 (a) and Fig. 1(a) shows that imposing shear does accelerate nucleation.
At shear temperature Ts = 450 K, H-OCB structures can still form but negligible O-OCB one emerges during shear ( Fig. 2 (b) To verify whether density fluctuation assisted FIN, we closely check how nucleation takes place in the system sheared at Ts of 500 K. Fig. 3 (a) is a representative slice of the sheared system just after quenched to 390 K (t=10.05 ns), at which nuclei of O-OCB crystal form. Note for better view, carbon atoms in H-OCB (blue and green)
and O-OCB (red and yellow) clusters are shown while atoms from melt are omitted here. To further elucidate the structure of the high density domains induced by shear, we introduces a parameter CO coupling conformational and orientational orders, as flow can induce intra-chain conformational ordering and align them in parallel. CO parameter is defined as the following equations:
where l is the length of all-trans segments (counted with number of carbon atoms).
 
P  is the orientation parameter and  is the angle between segments R and shear direction. The higher CO value corresponds to a longer length and higher orientation of a conformational ordered segment (COS), while their spatial distribution 9 represents concentration. With the same slice of the system in Fig. 3(b) , we calculate CO and present in Fig. 3 (c 3(a)), high density ( Fig. 3 (b) ) and high CO value (Fig. 3(c) ) regions, we reach a conclusion that FIN is indeed assisted by density fluctuation, which is a result of the coupling between flow-induced conformational and orientational orderings. 
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Ne is the entanglement length of PE, which is about 68 from tube model [33] . 0 l and t l are the end-to-end distance of the Ne segments at shearing time of 0 and t, respectively, which are extracted from the simulation system during shear. kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is temperature,   
APPENDIX A: SIMULATION DETAILS
Full-atom MD simulations are carried out with LAMMPS packages to keep conformation and stereo-hindrance effect of PE. The OPLS_AA force field is chosen with the parameters proposed by Jorgensen [38] . The system contains 32 PE chains with 500 monomers/chain, so there are about 100,000 atoms in the simulation box.
Initial structure of amorphous PE is generated by random walk using Materials Studio packages [39] . After long time relaxing at 600 K to create PE melt with <R 2 >/<Rg 2 
APPENDIX B: ENERGY AND ENTROPY CALCULATION Energy Calculation
15
The Eintra and Einter were calculated using force field of OPLS_AA and based on the trajectory of carbon atoms. The Eintra was represented by dihedral energy, which reflects the conformation transition in the system. 
where  is the dihedral angle and r is the distance between two carbon atoms, other force field parameter are listed in 
APPENDIX C: OCB PARAMETER
In order to distinguish the local ordered structures in our system, a shape descriptor defined as OCB was introduced based on the concept of shape matching, which is used to transfer the multi-dimension structure into a mathematical index or similarity metric [42] . In this work, the OCB parameter could be calculated as Eqs. 
